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A collection of images that feature my painted miniatures. It features many of my award winning figures and terrain pieces painted since 2001.

James Wappel Miniature Painting

Home Blood Bowl Teams Step By Step: Painting a Predator Using the 'Shaded Basecoat' Technique to paint Saurus warriors

Step By Step armor for Tomb Kings Horsemen Step by Step painting of a Gamezone Cold One Painting a marble and tile flying base

How I photograph my miniatures: A window into my photo booth

Saturday, January 11, 2014

Some in progress pics for you...

Hey folks... I just happened to have the camera nearby, so I snapped some images as I was painting
another Greatsword.  The LED lights really work much better for these kinds of things.

This mini is in that Shaded Basecoat stage that you hear me talk about so much.  Notice the filbert brushes
nearby!
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Yes, that is a Cool Whip container lid.  I have used far more bizarre things for a palette, I assure you!  

As always, the idea behind the Shaded Basecoat is to start lighter in order to set up the subsequent glazes.
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In these next few images, you will see some of that glazing and shading.  Sometimes I use glaze colors
such as the GW glazes or Secret Weapon washes.  There are times I will just water down paint.  Sometimes

I will mix in glaze medium to thin down a color.
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More dark glazing... but also tinting.  I am trying to get a variety of warm and cool in the yellows, but also
establish the darker blues on the armor.  Later, I will do some 'light glazes' on that armor for both the sky

and earth portions... but especially on the earth colors.
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These crazy curvy blades are a nightmare, but an interesting challenge!  The 'light glazes' can really help
here, since they are basically semi-transparent lighter colors.
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More lightening of the metals, but more warm earth tones continue to be added.
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With many of the armor shades well on their way, I started working more on the yellow.
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Can't forget the base!  I tried to have some green here, so that the blueish colors would not be the only
place on the entire mini where you would find cooler colors...
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More definition on both the metal surfaces and the yellow.  Sharper edges near blended edges help to
create that hard/soft edge contrast that is vital to make metals.

Here is how it stands now.  More work to be done.  Also, the Army Painter brush on dullcoate will help to
eliminate some of the shiny areas.  Those are created by the various materials that I use and mix together.

Stay tuned for the big finish!
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